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Supplementary material



Appendix 1. Results of GLMs testing the effect of distinct environmental predictors on Rao of (a) plant and (b) bird functional traits, including 

the overall model fit, calculated as the percentage of deviance, %D2, explained by models, and standardized coefficient estimates of distinct 

environmental predictors. Significance levels (***P<0.001, **P<0.01, *P<0.05, (*)P<0.10) and sign of effects (negative values indicate trait 

convergence, and positive values trait divergence) are indicated. 

a) PLANTS
Species richness 38.60
Life history
Raunkier's growth forms - Rao 62.85
Use of resources
Plant height - Rao 24.23
LDMC - Rao 22.01
Mobility
Dispersal modes - Rao 32.41
Reproduction
Flowering duration - Rao 26.21

b) BIRDS
Species richness 16.96
Life history
Longevity - Rao 8.21
Use of resources
Diet - Rao 30.68
Nesting substrates - Rao 33.56
Mobility
Wing load - Rao 37.42
Reproduction
Clutch size - Rao 13.21 - -0.226* - - +0.143 - - -0.138

+0.238** -0.248* +0.395** +0.522*** -0.189* - - -

- - +0.389** +0.322** +0.477*** - +0.296** +0.188*
+0.190* -0.149 - - +0.342*** +0.133 +0.425*** -

-0.145 - - - -0.160 +0.142 - -

- +0.043(*) - - - - -0.047(*) +0.083**

+0.287** -0.311** -0.158 - +0.180(*) +0.412*** - -

- - -0.288** - +0.432*** +0.242* +0.375*** -

- - - - -0.415*** - - +0.198*
-0.201* +0.162 - - -0.418*** -0.287** -0.257* -

- +0.147(*) -0.400*** +0.159 -0.109 -0.175(*) +0.403*** +0.180**

-0.088*** +0.106*** -0.137*** -0.095*** -0.070*** -0.169*** +0.054** +0.110***

GLMs results
Model fit 
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heterogeneityNorthness Roughness Precipitation Temperature Arable land Grassland Urban area

 



Appendix 2. Scatterplots of significant relationships between proportions of arable land and 

urban area, and SESRao of distinct traits of plants (i.e., growth forms [a], dispersal modes [b,c], 

plant height [d,e], leaf dry matter content, LDMC [f], and flowering duration [g,h]) and birds 

(i.e., wing load [i], diet [j,k] and nesting substrates [l,m]), found in GLMs testing the 

responses of plant and bird functional diversity patterns along distinct environmental 

gradients (see Table 3). Dashed lines represent the upper and lower confidence bounds of a 

standard normal distribution (95% probability: 1.96 and -1.96), with SESRao values between 

these bounds indicating random trait distributions, while values below the lower bound 

indicate trait convergence, and values above the upper bound indicate trait divergence 
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